Route E - CountryExpress! Effective 8/22/21 ZOOM* 6:00 A.M. - 6:00 P.M.

Weekday: To Waikiki

ZOOM*

Zoom allows some bus routes at designated times of the day to run early from a specified timepoint, called a Zoom Point. From the zoom point on, the bus will service all designated Route E bus stops along the route, transporting our passengers as safely, quickly and efficiently as possible. Zoom rules will only apply between 6:00 a.m. and 6:00 p.m.

Route E Destination Signs

Westbound: E COUNTRYEXPRESS! EWA BEACH

Eastbound: E COUNTRYEXPRESS! WAIKIKI

Note: State Holiday operation for Martin Luther King Jr. Day, Kuhio Day, Good Friday, Kamehameha Day and Admission Day holidays

Route E Symbols

K - Terminates at Ft. Weaver/Kaimalie (drop off only)

NOTE - Numbers next to timepoints are HEA (Honolulu Estimated Arrival) stop numbers. Go to the HEA website at http://hea.thebus.org.

Bold indicates PM service.

Schedule to change without notice.

All buses are lift and bicycle rack equipped.
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**Route E - CountryExpress!**

**Effective 8/22/21 ZOOM* 6:00 A.M. - 6:00 P.M.**

**Sunday:** To Waikiki

**Sunday:** To Ewa Beach

---

### ZOOM*

Zoom allows some bus routes at designated times of the day to run early from a specified timepoint, called a **Zoom Point**. From the zoom point on, the bus will service all designated Route E bus stops along the route, transporting our passengers as safely, quickly and efficiently as possible. **Zoom rules will only apply between 6:00 a.m. and 6:00 p.m.**

### Route E Destination Signs

**Westbound:** E COUNTRYEXPRESS! EWA BEACH  
**Eastbound:** E COUNTRYEXPRESS! WAIKIKI

**Note:** State Holiday operation for Martin Luther King Jr. Day, Kuilio Day, Good Friday, Kamehameha Day and Admission Day holidays

### Route E Symbols

- **K** - Terminates at Ft. Weaver/Kaimalie (drop off only)

---

### NOTE

- Numbers next to timepoints are **HEA** (Honolulu Estimated Arrival) stop numbers.
- Go to the **HEA** website at http://hea.thebus.org.

---

**Bold indicates PM service.**  
**Schedule to change without notice.**  
**All buses are lift and bicycle rack equipped.**
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**NOTE** - Numbers next to timepoints are HEA (Honolulu Estimated Arrival) stop numbers.

Go to the HEA website at http://hea.thebus.org.

Bold indicates PM service.

Schedule to change without notice.

All buses are lift and bicycle rack equipped.